STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
“Aim for success, not perfection. Never give up your right to be wrong, because then you will
lose the ability to learn new things and move forward with your life. Remember that fear
always lurks behind perfectionism.”
As an individual, I believe it is not only hard work and dedication which makes a person successful.
There are other attributes apart from them which makes a person complete. Myself, Harshilkumar
Alkeshbhai Upadhyay, I would like to introduce myself as an enthusiastic and friendly person.
While studying in typical education system, to know the different things, to meet people from
different cultures have been always my area of interest.
My educational experience has taught me well that learning is never ending process. Education
plays an important role in shaping a prospective and successful career. I have completed my higher
secondary education (H.S.C) in Commerce stream from “Sabari Vidya Peedom English Medium
School” in March 2016 & Secondary School Education (S.S.C.) from the same school in March 2013.
After completion of my school education I wanted to earn graduation but with some meaningful
experiences. No doubt varieties of courses are available in India but abroad education grabbed my
attention. Thus, I started to explore the education systems of different countries from which I can
choose the best one with reasonable education cost. Searching through different countries, I
decided to pursue my studies in Poland.
The Reason behind Choosing PolandIt is among the best European country that provides qualitative education experience to students.
The education system at the Poland is world class and the qualification completed from its college
is accepted worldwide. Poland is an incredible country with diverse and rich education history.
Study in Poland gives high quality educational degree recognized worldwide at low cost. Poland’s
educational market has been the most dynamically developing one in Europe during last 12 years.
The number of higher education institutes has increased fivefold while the number of students
quadruples. Each year almost half a million young people begin their education at universities and
colleges. The quality of the system is guaranteed by State Accreditation Committee, which monitors
all Polish higher education institutions. According to its control results, over 80% of the Polish
universities have outstanding and good rankings. Although Poland is going through a process of
rapid economic development, the cost of living is still significantly lower than in most of other
countries. Also Poland is much safer for international students of all races, belief and origins which
are main considering factor. Keeping all this factors in mind I choose Poland as it is perfect
destination for making my education career better.
Why I choose Interdisciplinary Centre for Business Studies (ICBS)ICBS runs a career advisory service that monitors professional activity of their graduates. It carries
out research in their workplaces in order to evaluate their competitiveness on the job market. The

ICBS graduates usually find employment in local and central state authority institutions. While the
whole course will be taught in English one will have nourishment of their English fluency with
those business vocabs which is necessary while communicating professionally at global level. This
college’s recognition and professionalism would not only create managers for tomorrow but, great
entrepreneurs for a future generation to come. I believe studying at ICBS would not only guide me
in being one of them but, also get me tremendously equipped with loads of knowledge to practically
put into practice. Moreover attractive internships, scholarships to best students, classes in full time
studies lead one’s educational development at fullest. Therefore I choose this college.
Why I chose Bachelor in International Business The primary reason with this Bachelor’s Degree in International Business is, it would help me in the
study for personal development. Also I want to acquire critical knowledge which can be apply in the
workplace and which will help to manage more effectively in an increasingly complex and changing
environment. There are many skills which one need to know properly in order to apply them at
business and other organizations. With this business studies I can be able to learn the different
economies & strategies of the global world, I can improve knowledge of the Global Systems. Along
with that I can have an opportunity to meet new people worldwide which can be helpful to me to
understand the different mindsets.
As Bachelor’s Degree in International Business course study includes subjects as Accounting and
Finance for Managers, Leadership, Managing Operations, Managing Strategic Change, Marketing:
Principles and Management, Organizational Strategy, human Resource management for Business
and Dissertation (academic or work-related). I wish to continue my career graph with this Course
with the hope of gaining management knowledge and skills to meet my high goal of exploring
business on a large scale. The broad range of subjects studied means that a manager can be gain an
understanding of how to deal with the many issues which will arise on a daily basis in their
organization. One should also gain skills needed to guide those they lead in a confident and
informed manner.
Apart from that, another reason for choosing Business studies is that while searching the career
prospects I found that the world’s economy is increasingly global. As a result, demand continues to
grow for individuals who understand the global context of business: from the logistics of
international trade and cross-border investments to the cultural and ethical issues that are imbued
in the practice of business around the world. By studying international business I will learn about
world cultures and societies, and be challenged to approach issues from different perspectives.
These skills are increasingly valuable to employers faced with the challenge of opening and
integrating multiple markets and achieving cohesion and collegiality in increasingly diverse
workforces.
About my application & financial sponsor:I have taken admission in ICBS. I have duly paid 01 year fee & entry fee to the college. I am
submitting all the required documents such as my education documents, all the college reference
letters, T.T. receipt of fees paid etc.

However, my father is supporting me financially. He is responsible to take care of all of my expenses
going to occur during my whole stay & study in Poland. He is working as Assistant Engineer at
“Hindalco Industries Limited” He has always encouraged me for my education and career. He has
supported me for my study purpose.
About my future plans:After completing above mentioned course I plan to work as a professional in a reputed
multinational company as a professional in India as India is emerging country where all kind of
industries have been growing rapidly and is becoming one of the favorite place for many
multinational companies. During this period, I intend to productively apply the knowledge that I
have gained in my Business studies to the various projects, and also gain some international
experience in the field of management. This Bachelor’s degree in business studies course will
enable me to lead towards the goal which I have set for my future.
I am keen on studying this course which I have mentioned. It would give international exposure
and chance to develop my personality. My statement of purpose is a summary of a life dedicated to
learning and applying concepts for personal and social gain.
Sincerely,

Harshilkumar A. Upadhyay

